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You could say that I had great expectations for Town Hall Theatre’s production of 

Charles Dickens’ classic Victorian story Great Expectations, and it did not let me down.  
 

Great Expectations follows a small village boy named Pip through childhood and 
adulthood, as he grapples with his love for neighbor Estella and his own ambitions. The play 
has a colorful cast of characters, and the story takes many interesting twists and turns before its 
thrilling conclusion.  

 
The story includes over forty characters, yet the cast numbers eight. The resulting 

production meant that quick character and scene changes were necessary. Although the 
fast-paced character and time changes were initially confusing, I quickly got into the swing of 
things within the first couple of scenes. With the aid of costumes, all the actors could seamlessly 
transform and I could successfully follow the plot.  

 
This innovative performance has an interesting and unique sense of rhythm to the play 

which I really enjoyed following. The periodic outbursts of “brought up by hand” and repeating 
lines in unison added a lovely touch to the play. You could tell there was much thought being 
put into the little details.  

 
The set had a simple, neutral background but lent itself nicely to the wide variety of 

scenes, from Miss Havisham’s decrepit bedroom to the open sea to smoggy London. One of my 
favorite parts of the play was in the first couple scenes when suddenly everyone popped out 
from the set, which cleverly concealed multiple exits. It was such a pleasant and creative 
surprise! 

 
Despite the somewhat dark subject material, the audience found comic relief in silly 

reenactments of Shakespeare plays and Pip’s occasional snarky remarks.  
 
Even if you’re not into Charles Dickens, this play’s charming cast and engaging premise 

are sure to delight audiences of all ages.  


